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ABSTRACT

Localized, nonspreading, wavelet-solutions of the wave equation Q<p = 0 with group
velocity v > c and phase velocity u = — < c are constructed explicity by two differ-
ent methods. Some recent experiments seem to find evidence for superluminal group
velocities li2
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The de Broglie-"wavelets" arc localized, oscillating, nonspreading, nonstationary exact
solutions of massless wave equations (scalar, electromagnetic, or spinor) which propagate
like massive relativistic quantum particles. They are standing waves having a group
velocity v and a phase velocity u such that uv — c2. The moving wavelet-solution can
be obtained from the rest frame one by a Lorentz transformation with boost parameter
v. The case v < c, hence u > c, was so constructed 3'4, and it was pointed out that
there should also be wavelets with v > c, hence u < c 3. This means that the center or
the maximum of the wavelet would move with a superluminal velocity but with a phase
velocity less than c. The purpose of the present work is to construct these solutions
explicitly.

The wave equation O<p = 0, has in a special frame of reference solutions of the form

<p = / F(r')e-'W dQ /(ft) (1)

where we assumed a superposition of solutions in some narrow frequency range given by
/(ft). The amplitudes F(r') satisfy the Helmholtz equation

2F = 0 . (2)

There are now two methods to proceed to find the "tachyonic" solutions.

Method 1 In the first method we continue analytically the solutions (1), (2), which are
the rest frame solutions for the subluminal case, to v/c > 1. In this case the usual Lorentz
transformations are also analytically continued to superluminal Lorentz transformations 5

f ^ (3)
ct' =

with j3 = v jc (> 1) and 7 = l}yJ02 — 1. In particular, for a motion in the ^-direction,
the Lorentz transformation

x' = I(x - vt)
(3')

ct' = l(ct - fix)
has the same form as subluminal transformation, except that now /? > 1, and
7 = l/y/{32 — 1. Covariantly, we can write in general

x"' = L" „ xu

where L* o = u^ is a space-like boost velocity with u2 = — 1.

In the transformed frame we have

exp(-ifti') = exp|-«Q7 (t - - /? - ~x H = exp{i(£ • x -u>t)} (4)

where _ _
k = (ft/c)713 and u: = 07 (5)

so that we have the dispersion relation

I 2 (6)



which is the dispersion relation for a massive particle with an imaginary effective mass
m = ?//, Q/c = fic/h, i.e. tachyon.

The radial distance r' in (1) transforms into

r'=

Here r = r — r is the distance measured from some "center point" r of the wavelet. For

the motion in x-direction, in particular,

1/2
r'=[l2(x-vt)2-y2-z2} ' , v>c, I2 = (8)

The transformations (3) connect subluminal and superluminal transformations. Next we
shall use the Lorentz transformations between two different superluminal frames.

Method 2 There is no frame in which a tachyon it a rest (i.e. minimum energy state).
But there is a frame in which the wave vector (or momentum) is minimum. Let f be the
hyperbolically symmetric "radius" (the analogue of the spherically symmetric radius r)

We start with the solution in this frame of the form,

(9)

(10)

replacing (1), where F satisfies the hyperbolic Helmholtz equation

instead of Eq.(2).

The physical Lorentz transformations L from this frame to any other arbitrary frame
in the x-direction satisfying LTGL = G with 72 = I//?2 - l,/5 > 1, have the form

ft7 7 -/?27 - / ? 3 7 \
7 -&1

L =

1 I

Hence
x ' = let - 7 0 • x

ct' = -Hit + 7x

Consequently we obtain

where

exp (i - x'j = exp (i - {let - /? 7x)) = exp(i( k • x -

LJ = f l7.

(12)

(12')



the same as in Eq,(5), hence dispersion relation (6). In other words the minimum wave
number vector (0, fi/c, 0, 0) is mapped into {UJ/C, ku k-2, k3). Also the hyperbolic radius £',
(9), is transformed under (12) into

1/2

f=(72(*-t,0a-y2-*3)' ,

again, exactly as in (8).

The solutions of the hyperbolic Helmholtz equation (11) are the analytic construc-
tion of those of (2) given in Ref.l. For the simplest "radially symmetric" case we have
the equation

We therefore have all the multipole moving tachyonic solutions, the simplest being

Z = [I2{x - v t f - y 2 - ^ 2 J 1 • 2 % = - ! ] } , UJ = 7 f l , v > c .

The maximum of the envelope of the wavelet lies on a hyperboloid.

We now discuss some of the interesting properties of these solutions.

Fig.l shows the plot of OJ and | k \ as a function /? = vjc and how the tachyonic
region analytically continues to subluminal case. In Fig.2, we plot the dispersion relation,
showing the minimum momentum state. The de Broglie wavelength A = 2irfk decreases
with velocity, it is zero at v = c, but then it increases again at superluminal group
velocities reaching a maximum Amax = 2KCJQ, at v —+ oo.

For the normal subluminal group velocities, v < c, the Schrodinger equation may
be derived from the massless wave Eq.fl) by separating the fast oscillations e~* ' and by
considering slow motion relative to the rest frame of the wavelet.

This, by the way, accounts for the occurrence of the factor (i) in the Schrodinger
equation, which is absent in the wave equation 3'6, we the obtain the wavelets for Schrodinger
equation

^ ( x , 0 = F(x-vt) c-<*-*-*">

with
f.L.2

w = fi + _:_, hk = mv. (15)
2m

In a similar way, separating the fast spatial oscillations from the wavelet (if minimum
wave-number is in the x-direction)

^ = ef? x 4> (16)

we obtain from the wave equation

H\ 2 ~ n ~
— ) $ ~ ~l ~ V',
c / c



We now make the approximation ijjiXX < ?/>,r, and then set

0 = e*"1^ * tf> . ( 1 7 )

The new wave-function V1 then satisfies the "hyperbolic" Schrodinger equation

A " *

or, with " = ^ , as we found above,

ih iPtX = ±- A1 > 2 i> (18')

where
J-*9 rtT ril

ol a1 a1

dx'l dx\ dx\
This 50(2, l)-invariant "Schrodinger" equation is valid for wave-vectors near the minimum-
wave vector fi/c, e.g. for slow phase velocities, while the ordinary Schrodinger equation
is valid for slow group velocities.

The discussion of the energy and momentum integrals is similar to the subluminal
case 3.

The implications of the wavelet solutions with hidden classical parameters (ro, v, fi,...)
on the foundations of quantum theory has been extensively discussed elsewhere 7.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Frequency LO and wave vector k as a function of group velocity /? = vjc.

Fig.2 The dispersion relation for subluminal and superluminal wavelets.
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